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Mathematical Formulae

Compound interest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Statistics

Total amount :

Curved surface area of a cone = to'l

l+ r
100

Surface area ofa sphere = 4r2

Volume of a cone : L*'h
3

Volume of a sphere : rtt

a b

!
3

Area of trianele I BC = !absinC-2
Arc length: r0,where dis in radians

Sector area = 1r'd. *h"r. dis in radians
2

c

sin,4 sind sinC

a'=b'+c'-ZbccosA

t,t"*= IF

Standard deviatio. - E' -1 
f u 

1'\r/ \Lf )
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Answer all the questions.

(a)
(b)

Factorise 9x2 - 72xy + 4y2 .

Hence, for 9x2 - \zxy + 4y2 = O, find the ratio x:y.

Answer ( 1a)

(1b) ll

Red paint was mixed with blue paint in different combinations in an attempt to obtain purple paint.
The table shows the combinations ofred paint and blue paint.

Red paint (litres) 1 2 3 4
Blue paint (litres) J 5 7 9

State and explain your answer, whether the amount ofred paint used is proportional to the amount
ofblue pair:t used for the combinations.

Answer (2) 1l

A group of sodents line up. Ifthey lined up in 2s or 6s or 9s, there will be one student without a
parber. Calculate the least number of students in the contingent.

2

3

2)Answer (3)
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4. Arthur, Clement and John are to share a bag of sweets amongst themselves in the ratio 2: 3:4
John obtained 6 sweets more than Arthur, Find

(a) the total number of sweets received by Arthur,
(b) the number of sweets received by Clement.

Answer (4a)

(4b)

5. The rectangular floor ofa room measuring 456 m by 696 m is to be laid with square tiles.

(a) Calculate the highest common factor of456 and 696.
(b) Hence, or otherwise, find the least number ofidentical square tiles that is required to cover

the floor.

Answer (5a)

(5b) l
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6. The table below shows the number ofboys and girls in a class with their dietaqr preferences.

NUMBER OF
BOYS WHO PREFER GIRLS WHO PRTFER

CHILI TOMATO
SAUCE

CHILI TOMATO
SAUCE

L2 8 l0 l0

(a) A pupil is selected at random from the class. Calculate the probability that the pupil
(r) is a boy who prefers chili,
(ii) is a girl.

O) Two pupils are selected at random from the class. Calculate the probability that
(D both are boys,
(ii) neither is a girl who prefers tomato sauce.

Answer (6ai)

(6aii)

(6bi)

ll

1l

2l

(6biD t2)
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x:2.5
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7 The diagram shows the graph ofy = x2 + bx * c. The line of symmetry is x = 2.5. The graph
cuts the y- axis at 6(0,4). Calculate the value of
(a) b,
(b) c,
(c) the minimum y - value of the graph.

8
1313

Simpli$, (4h, + 2k )(4hi - zkz)

v

Answer (7a)

(7b)

(7c)

Answer (8) t2)

I

I
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9. Consider the sequence 2, 5, 8, I l, ............ .

(a) State the
(i) 66 term ofthe sequence,
(iD nd term ofthe sequenc€.

(b) Iftheps term ofthe sequence is 56, find the value ofp.

Amwer (9ai)

(9aii)

(eb)

Given that x and y are integers such that -2 < x < 5 and 3 < y < 8 , fild the

(a) greatest value ofx2 - y2,

(b) smallest value of E .

Answer (10a)

(10b)

7

1l

1l

ll

10.

2)
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11.

12.

p is directly proportional to q2.
If q is decreased by 75 %, fud the percentage decrease inp.

Answer (11) _[2]
Adrian, Belle and Cindy were having a conversation, when Denzyl comes along. Commenting on a
statistical finding that 1 in 4 Singaporeans in their 50s suffer &om diseaseX, Adrian said," Since all
ofus are in our 50s and the 3 ofus do not have disease X, Denzyl must be suffering from disease X."
State with reason as to whether Adrian was right in his conclusion.

Answer (12)
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13. Sketch the graphs of

(a) trl (b) v=x3+3u=-!+z

vv

I x

I
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l-BC is a straight line. Point B (on the y - axis) bisects line lC. Point C lies on the .r-axis. FED is a
straight line having the same length as lC and is parallelto AC. E is the mid-point of FD.

(a) Show that point C has coordinates (4,0).
(b) State the coordinates ofpoint B.

(c) ShowthatFD = (-tu)
(d) Hence, or otherwise, calculate the column vector DE.
(e) Calculate area of parallelogram ACDF.

(Not drawn to scale)

v

A(4, F

E

BP-76

xCD

Answer (14a)

(14b)

(14c)

trl

tr

(14d)

(1ae)

trl

t1l
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May set a mathematics question to test her classmates.

Calculate the area of triar.gle ABC.
B

9cm
8cm

A 10 cm C

(a) Describe and explain what is urong with the question.

(b) Based on your identified error, calculate the
(i) correct area of triar,.gle ABC,
(ii) shortest distance from point A to the line BC.

Answer ( l5a)

(1sbD

(l sbiD

l

rl

1l
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The points l, B and C rest on level ground. Point I lies 20 km to the north of point .B. Point C is at
a bearing of 1000 frompointl. BC is 25 km.

16.

17.

(a)
(b)

CalcuJ.ate Z ACB.
Calculate the bearing of C fiom .8.

North

25 km

A
C

20 km

Answer (16a) l

(l6b)_t1l

ln the diagram, I BCD is a trapezium, where lB is parallel to CD. FGH is a straight line where FIl
is parallel to lB. Given 3AF : 2FD, calc.ulate the ratio of

(a) FG:DC,
(b) GH: AB .

D

D C

Answer (17a)

(t7b)

1l
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E = {x : :r is an integer and 3 <.x <,15}

,4 = {.r : .:r is a multiple of 5}
B = {,r : x is a multiple of 3}

(a) List the elements of,4.
(b) Fill in the members of (, ,{ and.B in the spaces in the Vem diagram below.
(c) List all possible subsets ofl.

A B

Answer (l8a)

(l8c)

(

12)

ll

2l
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19. The table below shows the number of fishes kept by students.

Number of
fishes

0 I 2 3 4

Number of
shldents

l0 t2 .I 2 3

(a)

o)
(c)

If the mean is 1.25, find the value of .r.
Ifthe median is l, find the possible range ofvalues ofr.
If the mode is l, find the highest possible value ofx.

Answer (19a)

(1eb)

(l9c)

12 l

t1l
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The diagram shows a circle with cente O. AD is the diameter of circle.
Ifradius Ol is 5 cm, and I AOB : 1300, calculate the
(a) aru of major sector AOB,
(b) arc lenglh AEB ,
(c) angle OBD,
(d) area of milor sepent BDF.

Answer (20a)

(20b)

(20c)

(20d)

A

DE

B

trl

tll

tll
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Three points P, p and .R lie on the circumference of a circle.
(a) Draw the perpendicular bisectors of PR and QR.

(b) Label the intersection of these two perpendicular bisectors as X. Using X as the
centre and lP as the radius, draw a circle to pass through P, Q and R.

X

tll

t1l

P

O

{
-R

(c)

(d)

Complete the sentence. X is eqiuidistant froD _ , _ and _.
Measure the radius ofthe ctcle.

t2)

Arswer (21d) 1l
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22 The position vector ofP, relative toO,isOF: (l) *a,n. 
""ordinates 

of Q are (5,-10).

Find the coordinates of it such that Oi = ZOF + Od.

Given that M is the midpoint ofPp, 
"*p.".. 

b 
". 

a column vector.

Answer (22a)

(22b)

a

b

t1l

tzl
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During a vote for the favorite drink sold in the canteen, a pie - chart was displayed to show the
percentage ofvotes for each ofthe 3 drinks. State two reasons why the pie-chart is misleading.

State two reasons why the pie-chart is misleading.

Answer (23a

Drink C
50%

t 1l

(23b)

t1l

24 In the diagram, ABCD is a parallelogram. AG : GC is 1:1. EF, BC and AD are parallel to each other.
Is triangle DGF congruent to triangle CGF ? Explain.

D

Answer (24)

A

F C

END OF PAPER I

2l
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Compound interest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Statistics

84

Mathemartc Formulae

Curved surface area ofa cone: trl
Surface area of a sphere : 4m2

l-
Volume of a cone = lm'h

J

Volume of a sphere : ,o'

a _b _-c
sinl sin B sinC

a2 =b'+c'-2bccosA

Total amount : 
"(, 

. #)'

t"*=#

4

J

Area of triansle I BC - LabsinC
'2

Arc length: r0, where 9is in radians

Sector area = 1.'d. *h... dis in radians
2

2

E-;
Standard deviarion = l# 1#\
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Answer all the questions.

BP-87

t3l

t3l

t3l

l. (a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

o)
(c)

Given that ^ - Z* E. exDress n in terms of k and m.
!3+n,

Express 1 * * - * ^ a single fraction in its lowest term.

Given that 4k-1 = 2.!*, determine the value of k.

2. A pond is filled up with 60 m3 of water. There are two pumps, ,4 and I which can be used to drain

the pond. Pump,{ can drain the water at a rate of .r m3 per minute, while Pump I can drain the water

at a rate of (.r + 0.3) m3 per minute.

(a) (, Write down the time taken, in minutes, for Pump I to drain out all t}te water from

the pond completely. tll
(i0 Write down the time taken, in minutes, for Pump B to drain out all the water from

the pond completely. Ill
(b) Given that Pump ,4 takes 3 minutes and 20 seconds more than Pump B, form an equation in .r

and show that it reduces to 101 + 3.x - 54:0. i3l
(c) Solve the equation, l1l + 3x - 54:0 and hence write down tlte time taken in minutes for

Pump I to drain out all the water from the pond completely. t31

(d) If both pumps are tumed on together, will the pumps be able to drain out ail the water

completely within 12 mir:utes? Explain your answer. [2]

3. The first three terms in a sequence ofnumbers, Tr, Tz, T:, ..., are given below.

Tr=30+l+22=6

12:3ta4a3z:16
Tt:32+j+42:32

Find Tn.

Find an expression, in terms ofz, for the zth term, Tn of the sequence.

Consider the following sequence.

Sr = -Tr
Sz:Tz

S:: _T:

trl
t3I

Using your answer fiom (b), find an expression for the nt term, S, of the sequence. tl]

1
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4. Answer the whole of this question on a sheet of graph paper.

A manufacturer makes a profit of $1, for.;r toys sold, where

v = 2so- 
48oo 

- 
x.

x2'
Some corresponding values of x and y are given in the table below.

.x 10 30 40 50 100 150 200 250 300

v *235 75 110 r29 r52 p 126 105 84

(a) (D Find the value ofp. tll
(i, Using a scale of2 cm to represent 50 toys, draw a horizontal.r-axis for0 <x< 300.

Using a scale of 2 cm to represent $50, draw a vertical y-axis for *250 ay < 200.

On your axes, plot the points given in the table and join them in a smooth cuwe. [3]

(b) Use your graph to find the

(D number oftoys the manufacturer needs to sell so as to break even, tl]
(iD maximum profit eamed by the toy manufachrer and the corresponding number of

toys sold. 12)

(c) (D By &awing a tangent, find the gradient of the curve at the point where x = 160. l2l
(iD Describe briefly what your answer in (c)(i) represents. tll

(d) By &awing a suitable straight line on t}e same axes, solve the equation t3l
r 4800

,+ * -250+100=0

4
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5. A confectionary shop sells 2 different gift hampers, Deluxe al;'d Premiere, each comprising of

chocolate bars, bags of candy and packets ofbiscuits. The contents of each box are as shown below.

Gift Box Number of chocolate
bars

Number of bags of
candy

Number of packets of
biscuits

Deluxe J 5 2
Premiere 5 1 3

The above information can be represented by the matrix P =

The cost price and the selling price ofeach item are as shown

(a) (i) A customer, Mr Lee bought 12 Delue hampers md 20 Premiere hampers.

Given that R = (12 20), find the matrix S if ,S = XP. l2l
(iD Describe what is represented by the elernents of.S. tll
Using matrix multiplication, evaluate matrix Q such that the elements of @ informs the

the confectionary shop owner ofthe total cost price and the total selling price respectively.

t3l

Given that X = (f;) *O QX gives the profit made, state the value ofa and D, and hence

find the total profit. l2l

(b)

(c)

t3 5 2\(s+:/

Cost price Sellinq price
Chocolate bar $3 $4

Bag of candy $2.80 94.20
Packet of biscuits $2 $3.80

5
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The diagram below shows a container which is made by attaching an open hemisphere of

internal radius 23 cm to the rim ofa hollow cylinder with the same internal radius and a

height of i cm.

o

36 cm

hcm

The container is suspended from 0 by four wires, each of length 36 cm, fastened

symmetrically to the rim of the cylinder.

It is given that 43.7 litres of water is needed to completely fill the container

t

B

(i)

(ii)

Show that fr: 10.96 cm, corrected to 4 sipificant figures

Hence, fild the vertical distance Or.

12)

l2l

(b) The figure below shows a solid triangular prism where the cross section lBC and DEF are

equilateral triangles. It has a cylindrical hole in the centre and a square base BCFE ofarea

36 m2. The volume of the cylindrical hole is 75.36 m3.

D

1 can of paint covers 9 m2 of the area. Find the number ofcans ofpaint to purchase in order

to paint the entire solid.

A

B

C

6

-------'7-,' 
\\

,.| :

E

t{t
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7. The diagram below shows the cumulative frequency curve of the speed of 120 cars passing through a

certain point along an expressway at 11 am.

(a) Use the graph to find,

(i) the median speed, tl l
(iD the interquartile range. 121

(b) A speed camera is located at the point. Calculate the percentage of cars that will be fined for

speeding if the speed limit is 90 km/h. tll

7

t: : ::-

-.1--l

.i+*i
. t-. r'-' ..r'.i ...!rs'

. :,! .,:- t-,..t.t -..j.t-- -

l- tl

.:';

. i.-.i.
. -.1 .--t- .rii

I

:) :1i '>r
"i,.1

-, rl.[L-i--.S,,
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The box-and-whisker plot below shows the speed of another 100 cars along the same point of the

expressway at 6:30 pm.

( lr rg 3( I
I1n At 1 -l f, 1 1 n

\ ill tl

(c)

(d)

Make 2 comparisons between the speeds of the cars at 11 am and 6:30 pm. 12]

Suggest a reason for the difference in the speed of t}te cars measured along the same point of

the expressway at I I am and 6:30 pm. t1l

8

U iir itJrtl i_i
tl

i L-.I ULI l'Jtittl

il - ri-rrrTr i
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8. (a) In the figure, ,4, B and C are points on the circle with centre at 0. BD and CD are tangents to

the circle at points B and C respectively. It is given that AB = 15 cm and uABO = 13 rad.

D

D

BP-93

t3l

t4l

t2l

t2l

A

C

(b)

(i)

(i,

(D

(i,

Suppose that zO AC = 2r, rad, frnd the area enclosed by the tangents rD and CD

Find the radius of the circle.

Find the value of ZCDF.

Show that ZDFT = 108'.

and minor arc BC.

The diagram shows a regular pentagot ABCDE. AC and BD intersect at F.

A

D

ED

C

9
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ln the diagram, ,43CD is a parallelogram. The diagonals AC allLd BD ittersect at r. F'is a

point on BC such thatEi --:fF. C is the midpoint of.BE.

It is given that BF = a and7i = b.

12)

t21

(iv) Frnd the numeric al value of ----!!1P!---:=-Lre@ of quo.dt'ilateral ABCD

t2)

t1l

(b) It is given that the coordinates of Q arc (5 , - 1 0) and the point ly' lies on QO produced such

that lDf l = 4l5 units. Express Dfr as a column vector. t3l

(0 Express E7 and ED as simply as possible, in terms of aandlor b.

(i0 ShowthatZZ= -){a+ D.

(iii) Express 7F as simply as possible, in terms of a and/or D.

Hence, show that A, G and F arc on a straight iine.

10
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10. A ship leaves a port at P and sails 21 km towards a lighthouse, I. It then sails 28 km towards an

island,LItisgiventhatthebearingofZfromlisll6'andthebearingofPfromlisl63".

North I
L

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

P

Find the bearing ofl from L. t1l

Calculate the distancelP. t3l

The ship then retums to the port P, travelling along the route IP. Calculate the distance

from P when the ship is closest to t}te lighthouse, tr. 12)

Given that the height of the lighthouse is 500 m, calculate the angle of depression ofP from

the top ofthe lighthouse. t21

ll
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1 1. The table below shows the time taken by the delivery men of a company, IXEA, to assemble each

type of fimiture at the delivery location.

Furniture Time taken to assemble per piece (minutes)

Study table 45

Reading chair 1

Bedside drawer 12

Bunk bed 100

(a)

(b)

Find the total time taken to assemble one study table and two reading chairs.

On a particular day, the planned delivery route is as shown below.

t1l

The delivery men left the office at 0915 for the first location at Sunset Ville. After assembling

the order, they proceeded to the second location at Casa Ville and arrived at 1030. Additional

information that may be needed for the delivery is shown on the Annex.

(, Calculate the average speed, in km,&, of the delivery van, leaving yow answer to the

nearest whole number. Do you think ths answer is a reasonable estimate of the actual

travelling speed ofthe van? Justifu your answer. t3]

(iD The daily working hours for the delivery men is 0830 to 1600 and they are entitled to

have a 45 minutes lunch break. Using the answer found in (i), determine if the

delivery men can leave the offrce punctually at 1630 for that day. Support yow answer

with appropriate calculations and state one reasonable assumption you made.

t6l

No. Location Order Estimated time of delivery

I Sunset Ville . 1 study table

r 2 reading chairs

0900 to 1030

2 Casa Ville I bedside drawer 1030 to 1200

J Cloud Cove 1300 to 1500

12

o I study table

o 1 bedside drawer

o 2 bunk beds
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Annex

Table A: Distance Chart between Various Locations

Table B: Speed Limits for Vehicles

Source: https://www.lta.gov.sg/content4taweb/en/roads-and-motoring/road-safety-and-regulations/road-

regulations.html

sPtfl, uM[s toR vst$.ts
dvrtS ebrt?G tlE sp€rt firtL, or to. f.6i for th. dr..o.* €d|dd.os. .ra h.v. !a.r! ..ns.qre.c6 fo. ttr€ p€lpl. ln th€ vealcL .d .S|d,o.d s!!''. nl. follo lng
sp..d [mlB .ra 3nfo.<rd by Lll lo.n3lr.t 6ranotl.'s 3.Lty:

Ro& gxprer.w.F

soLa/h ?o-gokr/h

Uolrt comh€r.ial v€r{r|.. (lrdudct
t4ht Good3 vdidlr:Dd srB, brjg
no( ax...dlrg 3.5 toni6 .nd ..:ling
c.P.dty of !9 to ls passegdrc)

ax.pt{oi.: fi.. .ngln ., arlrhrl i.tr. .n l Gcv.tl}rhlnt ,.{ricL! ss.d by stng:r... ?.1i.. rofte d! rlle 9.9:ror. (]v[ O.f!.c. Fo...

Distance

(in km)

IXEA

Office

Sunset

Ville

Casa

Ville

Cloud

Cove

IXEA

Office

l3.8 1 8.1 9.7

Sunset

Ville

13.8 4.7 3.8

Casa

ViIIe

I 8 I 4.7 6.1

Cloud

Cove

9.7 3.8 6.1

----------END OF pApER 2----------

13
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19

20I8 ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS PRELIMINARY EXAMINATIONS PAPER I ANSWERS

(a) (3x - 2y)2 (b) x: y = 2' 3

No, as Bre quotients ofred paint to blue paint are not constant or equal for each and every quotient.

kast number of strdants in tlre contingent is 18 + 1 - 19.

(a) 6 sweets. (b) 9 sweets.

(a) HCF:24 O) 51

(arD

(bli)

2.

3.

4.

5.

6. (ar)

(bi)

3

10

19

I
2

29

52

7

8

9

(c ) -2.25

("i)
(aii)
(b)

t7
3n-7
P=19

(a)
(b)

16

-7

11. Percantage decrease h P - 93.7 5o/o

12. No, The probability figure of % is for a much larger sampie size.

(a) b=-5

15h - 4k3

(b) c=4

10.

14. (a)
GA 1

xc2

XC - 8 untts
.r-c'oordinates of C = -4 + 8

: 4 units
c(40)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

B (0.4)

F,=(-t)
dB 7i)
Area : 32 units2
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15.(a) Assuming angle BAC = 40o , BC :

OR

: 6.57 cm
But question stated that -BC : 8 cm.
AssumingBC:8cm,
82 - 92 + 1o'z - z(9)(10)cos,4
Pngle BAC : 49.5 o, but Angle l,4C : 400 in question

(bi) Assuming angle BAC : 40o. ar"" : | {S) tr o)s in40o = 28.9 on2

OR: Assuming Angle BAC:49.45840, nrea = j(r)(f o)sin49.4584o =34.2 cm2

biil )an = 34.7s704
h = 8.55 cm

)le.sasst\n=za.szs++
H = 8.81 cm

92 + 702 - 2(9)(10)cos4oo

OR:

l6

17

(a)
(b)

(a)

o)

(b)

A B

17 t4

(a) s, 10, 15

(c) {5}, tl0}, {15}, {s,10}, {s,15), {10,15), {s,10,15}, t )

Angle ACB: 52.00

Bearing is 048.00

FG: DC:2:5

GH:AB:3:5

r= 5

0<x<77
ll.

Area : 50.2 cm2

Arc length = 11.3 cm

An$e OBD = 650

Area = 1.33 cm2.

18.

19

q

(a)

o)
(")

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

20

69

t2
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2t

k)
(d)

P,QandR
3.0 cm

22. (a) R{14"4)

/l\o) oM = l_+)

23a The snm ofpercent4es is 125 o/o which is not equal to 100 %,

23b- The percentages for each oft}e 3 tlririks are not in proportion to the petcentage of
area of circle

CF is commorq
D.F = CF,
trut tlrere is no information to suggest DG = CG thus SSSpropefiy for congruenc.y
angle Gtr'C: angle GFD ,lrusSAS property for congnrency.

24.
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Answers:

t (a)

(b)

(c)

3nr2 +zok2fL--
t2+x+z

(r+3) (r-3)
k= 6

(c) x:2.1786 a1.4786
Time taken for Pump A : 27.5 mirs

(d) Time taken for Pump A and B

= uo , - 12.883 mrnutes
2.17A6+(2.7746+O-3)

No, both pumps are not able to drain out

all the water completely within 12 minutes

31 +10+52=62
Tn=3n-l+n2+5n-l
Sn= (_1f Tn

6.(a)(i) (show question)

(ii) 61.7 cm

6. @) Total exposed surface area of prism
: Area of2 hiangles (without circular
holes) + 3 faces ofprism + curved SA of
cylinder: 189.4360239

No. ofcans of paint needed: 22 cans

7 (a)(i) 83 knrh
(ii) 15 km,ih

O) 15o/o

(c) The median speed ofthe cars at 6:30 pm is
45 km/tr which is lower than that at I I am.

Therefore the cars are travelling slower at

6:30 pm.

The IQR of the speed of the cars at 6:30
pm is 8 km/ hwhich is smaller than that at

I I a,n.Hence, the speed ofthe cars is more

consistent at 6:30 pm / The spread of the

speed ofcars is wider at I I am as

compared to 6:30 pm.

(d) Heavy traffic during peak horu.

8. (aXi) 8.28 cm
(ii) 156 cm'z

oxi) 36.
(ii) show queshon

9.(a)(i) B.  = 3a + 2b

Ed=6a+za
(ii) show question

(iii);F: -2(a + b)

u,F : qTd,tr:nce A, F and G are

collinear with A as the common point
_. 1(lv)-

' ?-4
/ -,4\rb) oN=(s')

10. (a) 296'

O) 23.7 km
(c) 4.65 km
(o 14"

- _ -_.- 60
2. (a)(1) - ntrnutes

1;;1 -39- m1m1g5x+!3
-- 60 60 ^l(b) ___: J_'r:+O33

3 (a)

o)
(c)

a. (a)(i) p: 1a3

(ii) Graph

(b)(i) From grapl; no. of toys:20 toys (t 5)

(ij) From graph. max. profit = $152 (- 5)

corr no. of toys :98 toys ( t -s)

(c)(i) From graph, gadrent = -0.35 ( + 0. l)
(ii) The gradrent represents t}re change of

profit over the charge in number of toys at

.r : 160.

(d)(i) Draw the line / : luu.

From pgaph, r : 35.1 or.r : 260. (t 5)

s. (a)(i) (136 140 84)
(ii) The total number ofchocolate bars, bags

of candy and packets of biscuits bought

respectivelY.

o) (e6s 74s1.2o)
(c) a=-l,b=l

a( 1.) 
= @83.20)\- l,/

Total profit: $483.20

1rl
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11. (a)

(b)
5l minutes lol
(, Dstance from Office + Sruset Ville -+ Casa Ville: 13.8 + 4.7: 18.5 km

Total time taken havellirg : 75 mins - 51 mins (assembly) : 24 mirs

Average travelling speed: 46.25 lm/h : 46 km/h (nearest whole no.)

A reasonable estimate as it's within the speed limit. OR
Not a reasonable estimate as t}re time taken to move the fumitrue rry/wait for the lift is
not corsidered. As such, less time spent on the road and acfua1 speed may be faster.

(ii) Total distance from Office -+ Srmset Vil1e -+ Casa Ville -+ Cloud Cove + Office
: 13.8 + 4.7 + 6.1 + 9.1
:34.3 km

Total time taken (fo tavellhg): 34.3 kn + 46 kn/h: 45 runs (to the nearest min)
Total time taken (for lunch) : 45 rmns
Total time taken (for assembling):45 + 2(3) + 12 + 4.5 + Il + 200 = 320 mins

Total time taken = 45 + ,15 + 320 = ,110 mins = (r h 50 ttrins

0915 (time they left office) - -+ 1605
6h 50 mins

The delivery men will be able to leave punch:aly.

Assurnphon: (Any'one)
1 . Owners are at horne when delivery men reach.
2. No taffic jams.
3. Traffic condition is more or less the same from one location to another such that

average speed is 46 km,/h.

t5


